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Introduction
Is a new arms race inevitable? Compared
to the cautious optimism at the end of the
Cold War, when the prospects for
disarmament and a substantial peace
dividend were universally welcomed, the
rhetoric now is one of confrontation and
existential threat. We may be living
through an imposed austerity, with
unprecedented cutbacks to the public
sector and the welfare state, but the
pressure to increase military expenditure
has been relentless.

determination to secure access to oil, the
West embarked on a disastrous policy of
invasion and occupation. Hundreds of
thousands of civilians in Iraq
and
Afghanistan were either killed or suffered
serious injury as a direct consequence of
military
intervention
and
social
breakdown, while millions more faced a
bleak future as refugees.
However much the rhetoric remains of the
need for defence to protect ourselves
against dangerous enemies, the reality is
an aggressive militarism that has been an
abject failure. Yet, decisions are being
taken by the government that will
reinforce UK subordination to the United
States as the very expense of the next
generation of conventional armaments
like stealth fighter aircraft makes the UK
ever-more dependent on US technology.

The new Conservative government
recently set 2% of Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) as the base figure for the
Ministry of Defence's (MoD) annual
budget over the lifetime of this Parliament
(and beyond if re-elected). Assuming
even modest growth in the economy, the
military is guaranteed extra resources
running into billions of pounds.1

Common security offers the prospect for a
much-needed and fundamental reappraisal of the UK's role in the world.
Two essential criteria are comprehensive
disarmament and the release of resources
from military spending for international
economic and environmental programmes
that address global security issues around
poverty and climate change.

Historically, this is unsurprising. The
MoD has always held a privileged
position with expenditure guaranteed on a
range of sophisticated, high-technology
weapons systems. For the political
leadership of both major parties this was
essential if the UK was to play its role as
the junior partner to the United States in
global, military power projection. The end
of the Cold War and the collapse of the
Soviet Union were used, not to maintain
the momentum started by Gorbachev on
both
nuclear
and
conventional
disarmament, but to consolidate Western
military supremacy. By the time of the
Bush administration in 2003, US military
spending was over $417 billion, 47% of
total world expenditure. The UK was the
fourth highest at £30 billion2

This agenda can be traced back to the
very founding of the United Nations and
its inspirational Charter. Quite simply, the
objective was to end the scourge of war
after the most destructive conflict in
world history. UN disarmament initiatives
were based on the recognition that any
new arms race must be vigorously
opposed since the build-up of forces, in
itself, was a major cause of instability,
feeding the demand for further military
preparations in an ever-increasing cycle

Under the Bush/Blair axis, with its
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apocalyptical terrorism, using its base in
Syria and Iraq to build a network
dedicated to the destruction of Western
societies. The threat of war, therefore, far
from receding, is muti-faceted and the
world is becoming an ever more
dangerous place.

of confrontation. Resources squandered
on armaments could then be used for
social priorities that addressed the
growing gap in wealth and power between
rich and poor and the underlying
economic and social causes of conflict.
Since its founding, the UN has also been
the
leading
body
highlighting
environmental concerns and the threat
from climate change. Such is the scale of
the crisis that there are growing calls for
the rapid transition to a post-carbon
economy, leaving coal, oil and gas
supplies in the ground and satisfying
future requirements through renewable
energy. The scale of investment is one
that has only previously been mobilised
for arms production and war. The
challenge is to mobilise on the same scale
for common security and peace.

Yet the United States and its allies refuse
to take any responsibility for the
deterioration in relations between the
West and Russia. The policy of military
encirclement through NATO and its
support for corrupt and anti-democratic
regimes in the Ukraine gave the Putin
leadership a simple cause to mobilise
domestic support for its own military
build up. Nor will they take any
responsibility for the chaos of postinvasion politics and economics in the
Middle East and, more recently North
Africa, leaving fertile ground for
extremist groups.

There should be no illusions about the
barriers to any progressive alternative. We
are living through a neo-liberal political
and economic experiment that is
increasing rather than reducing income
inequalities and is punishing the poor for
the profligacy of the financial institutions.
Economic growth and prosperity are seen
in terms of unfettered corporate power
and further exploitation of non-renewable
resources, underpinned by Western
military force even where this might lead
to confrontation and war.

To argue for a de-escalation from military
confrontation, therefore, is not an act of
weakness but an act of strength when
linked to common security policies that
help transform the international system.
The cancellation of major conventional
programmes, including the new fighter
aircraft and carrier fleet, as well as
Trident, would not leave the country
defenceless. Rather it would signal that
the UK intends to play a progressive role
in which military resources are redirected
to climate change and international
development programmes, while making
a contribution to UN peacekeeping and
peacebuilding. Now is the time, not for
yet another defence review that will
merely reflect our subordination to the
United States, but for a common security
review to free us from the dead hand of
militarism.

The idea of an internationally coordinated
disarmament
and
development
programme around climate change and
common security is anathema to the
military-industrial-complex. A climate of
fear is being inculcated around a new
arms race. Russia is re-established as a
major threat on the scale of the former
Soviet Union, while Islamic State (ISIS)
is characterised as new form of
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However, the plan was rejected by the
Soviet Union. It did not trust a
verification regime dominated by the
United States and the UK that had
developed the bomb in secret and at a
time when the United States still had a
monopoly of nuclear weapons. The
counterproposal that all existing nuclear
weapons be destroyed, followed up by an
inspection regime to ensure future
compliance, proved unacceptable to the
United States.

The United Nations and
Disarmament
When the United Nations was founded in
1945, the world was recovering from a
war that had left 60 million people dead,
the majority of whom were civilians
exposed to aerial bombing campaigns
culminating in the nuclear destruction of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. For the founders
of the UN war had to be ended as the
means of resolving conflict, otherwise the
world faced the terrifying prospect of
further mass slaughter and the potential,
through nuclear weapons, to end all life
on the planet.3

The Baruch Plan could not break through
the cold-war calculations of the
superpowers but it encapsulated much of
the original vision of how the UN might
operate, through international agreement,
verification procedures and confidencebuilding measures to prevent the spread of
nuclear weapons.

From the very outset, there was a fatal
contradiction between the ideals of the
UN for a new international framework to
prioritise disarmament, and the reality of
an institutional architecture that ensured
the interests of the major powers were
given precedence - most obviously in the
creation of permanent seats on the UN
Security Council and the veto of those
countries over majority decisions made by
ordinary members of the UN. Cold War
power blocs, dominated by the United
States and the USSR, effectively
transformed the UN into a vehicle for
mutual condemnation and recrimination.

In the early1960s both the United States
and the USSR agreed to a major
diplomatic initiative to try and build a
new rapprochement. The McCoy-Zorin
framework (named after the respective
diplomatic representatives) called for a
phased programme leading to the
elimination of nuclear and conventional
armaments and the closure of all foreign
military bases. Again, despite support
from many countries participating in the
negotiations, the initiative failed to
overcome the prevailing climate of
mistrust, although other modest proposals
were subsequently accepted such as the
Test Ban Treaty, prohibiting nuclear
testing in the atmosphere.5

Nevertheless, considerable efforts went
into
major
initiatives
around
disarmament, even as the Cold War
intensified. The best, early example was
the Baruch Plan, named after Bernard
Baruch, a senior American diplomat
appointed by the Truman administration
to the UN Atomic Energy Commission in
1946. He proposed a system of
international controls to nuclear materials
and the elimination of nuclear weapons.4

By the 1980s there was growing
international condemnation of the impasse
in superpower relations and the grotesque
waste of resources on armaments. Here
the concept of common security was first
put forward and a series of international
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commissions established, the most
significant being the Palme Commission,
headed by the then Swedish Prime
Minister. According to this perspective
the world faced a series of inter-linked
crises over environmental breakdown and
rising socio-economic inequalities. These
Commissions
explicitly
linked
disarmament to development, stressing
how
the
reduction
in
military
confrontation was, itself, a confidencebuilding measure and how significant cuts
to military spending could fund new
development programmes.6

are responsible for two-thirds of all
greenhouse gases and the reason for the
increase is human agency, mainly through
the burning of fossil fuels, followed by
deforestation and agricultural and land
use.7
A stable C0² would be around 290 C0²
particles per million (ppm) and attempts
have been made to prevent rising levels
but by 2011 the figure was up to 393
ppm. Although global temperatures have
experienced fluctuations, the upward
trend is clear.
According to the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), industrial-era growth
based on fossil fuel extraction, has more
than a 90% chance of producing a
warming effect unprecedented in 10,000
years.8

For a brief period, at the end of the Cold
War, common security seemed to be
gaining support but force reductions were
never translated into an internationally
agreed timetable for disarmament.
Nevertheless, at a time when the new
arms race is developing a grim
momentum and the challenges of social
and environmental breakdown are even
greater,
this
remains
the
most
comprehensive framework for addressing
the major security issues facing us in the
21st Century.

Various predictions have been made on
temperature increases that range between
1.8% to 4.0% centigrade, bringing with
them extreme weather conditions and
species extinction as eco-systems come
under increasing pressure. Dependent on
the scale and speed of change there may
be a series of major tipping points
including the melting of the Greenland ice
raising sea levels; the interruption of the
normal Gulf Stream causing serious
temperature falls in Northern Europe; and
the release of methane from peat bogs in
Sweden and Canada, a gas even more
polluting than carbon dioxide

Climate Change and Common
Security
Climate change is an existential threat and
common security is imperative to resolve
it. The scientific consensus is that global
temperatures are rising at an alarming
rate, caused by increased carbon dioxide
emissions. Only by keeping fossil fuels in
the ground can the process be halted.

The real possibility exists of irreversible
climate change, which makes the
attempts to come to an international
agreement on carbon limits vital and why
there are growing calls for a global
commitment to stop the extraction of
fossil fuels or risk civilization collapse.9

Other serious environmental problems
exist include soil and forest erosion; acid
rain; depletion of aquatic life; and fresh
water shortages. But climate change is the
over-riding emergency bearing down on
all of these. Carbon dioxide emissions C0²

There could not be a clearer context for a
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common security approach where
disarmament is linked to public
investment in a range of renewable
technologies and on energy efficiency to
significantly reduce overall energy
demand. Examples already exist of
national programmes that have made
considerable progress, notably Germany
which generates over 25% of its
electricity supply from renewables and
which plans to substantially increase this
up to 60% by 2035. Indigenous industries
have emerged in these sectors and provide
skilled manufacturing work for 380,000
people, a figure expected to rise to
600,000 by 2030. Growing demand has
encouraged innovations that have brought
down the cost of materials and which
continue to improve efficiency.10

example was 'Options for Change' in 1990
at the end of the Cold War, when the
collapse of the Soviet Union and the
break-up of the Warsaw Pact clearly
signalled an end to direct military
confrontation in central Europe.13
Yet, cuts to military expenditures were
relatively modest at around 12% of the
overall budget. Emphasis was made on
sustaining a full range of military
capabilities to deal with any, as yet,
unclear but potential risks and threats.
The USSR may no longer have existed
and Russian forces entirely removed from
central Europe, but there would be no
deep cuts as at the end of the world wars.
This time the UK would retain the
capacity for the full range of conventional
and nuclear armaments.

The challenge is to replicate this on a
global level. Detailed studies have
demonstrated how renewable sources
could satisfy nearly 80% of the world's
energy needs by 2050, with the
developing world playing a major role as
the source for sectors like solar power.11
In the UK's case, renewables have
increased their share of overall energy
supplies with plans for new off-shore
wind farms and tidal power in the Severn
Estuary. But there is a vast gap between
the potential capacity, particularly
offshore wind and wave power, and
expected generation up to 2030.12

Irrespective of the changed strategic
environment in Europe, the government
was determined to demonstrate its
commitment to the United States, now
having clear military supremacy and an
unmatched capacity to deploy forces
anywhere in the world. The carrier fleet
was maintained, deploying both fighter
aircraft and attack helicopters, supported
by
conventional,
nuclear-powered
submarines. Nor was there ever any
question that the Trident ballistic-missile
programme would be reviewed. Cuts were
still necessary because of the procurement
costs of high-technonology weapons but
these would bear down mainly on the
numbers of armed-forces personnel and
on administrative and other support staff.

The UK – A Defence Review or A
Common Security Review?
The new Conservative government is
carrying out a defence and security review
to be completed before the end of 2015.
There have been previous exercises over
the decades, with the stated objective of
matching capabilities to changing
strategic requirements. The most notable

This pattern has continued for the past
twenty-five years, through a series of
sporadic reviews and 'mini-reviews'.
Whatever
the
changing
strategic
environment that they were supposed to
address, all have rested on the basic
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assumption that the UK must retain the
force structure necessary to support the
United States.

assessment. But it serves both a practical
and symbolic function.
In the context of the defence review it will
confirm that year-on-year increases are
guaranteed in order to fund the
extraordinarily expensive equipment now
coming on stream, including the new
fighter aircraft and the replacement
Trident system. The latter is formally
subject to Parliamentary vote next year
but the investment in all the major
elements is well-advanced including the
long-lead items for the submarines and
the
nuclear
propulsion
system,
infrastructure improvements to the
Atomic Weapons Establishment (AWE)
to upgrade the warheads and for the bases
at Faslane and Coulport. The MoD has
calculated the total procurement budget
for the period 2014-2022 at £163
billion.16

Such subordination has had disastrous
consequences, most significantly in the
invasion of Iraq in 2003. Despite massive
popular opposition, Tony Blair was
determined to support the Bush
administration, even to the extent of lying
to Parliament over the existence of
weapons of mass destruction. He was well
aware that Bush had already decided to
remove Saddam Hussain and to install a
regime that could be trusted to guarantee
access to Iraq's oil supplies for Western
corporations.14
There was serious political fall-out from
the invasion with calls for Blair to be tried
as a war criminal. But the general
consensus on the security framework has
remained undisturbed, as exemplified by
the policy of the coalition government
since 2010. At a time of unprecedented
cuts to government expenditure, the
MoD's budget by 2014-15 was £36.4
billion, a relatively modest decrease of
8% in comparison to other departments
such as local government that experienced
a 28% cut over the same period. This was
still greeted with anguished howls of
protest as undermining the armed forces
which were now, according to senior
military figures, stretched to breaking
point. Yet procurement of equipment
actually increased in real terms and extra
money was found when key milestones
had to be acheived on major projects.15

Opposition has focused on Trident with a
strong campaign for its cancellation and
the transfer of resources to other forms of
public expenditure. In contrast, hardly any
attention has been given to conventional
programmes although the case for
cancellation is as strong, if not stronger.
The UK has chosen to buy the most
expensive of the US stealth fighter
aircraft, the Lockheed F35B, designated
as Lightning. The STOVL variant is
technically the most demanding and is
still subject to problems and delays.
However the United States considers it
essential for rapid deployment anywhere
in the world, either from aircraft carriers
or forward, operational bases.17

The setting of the MoD's budget at 2% of
GDP by the new Conservative
government should come as no surprise.
In itself, it could be seen as an arbitrary
figure since resource allocation should
logically follow on from strategic

As yet, the full costs to the UK have not
been disclosed and the only figure
presently available is £5 billion to cover
an initial order. Original estimates were
that the UK would want a total fleet of
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engineering reconstruction; and civil
society institution building after conflicts.

150 aircraft but the actual figure will
probably be lower. No final decision is
expected until 2017 but assuming a unit
cost of £150 million per aircraft for 100, a
total cost estimate of £15 billion is not
unrealistic and is similar to that for the
Trident submarines.18

Deep reductions in military spending, far
from threatening employment because of
job losses in the arms industries, represent
a major economic opportunity as
investment is redirected to the renewables
sector. There have already been
considerable losses, in any case, with BAe
Systems, the dominant UK arms
manufacturer, having cut its workforce by
50,000 over the last ten years.19

The conventional equipment budget will
absorb more than Trident, even during the
period of the peak years of Trident
expenditure, in order to pay for the carrier
fleet and its attendant aircraft, drones and
helicopter programmes. Nor does this
take into account other potentially
expensive conventional equipment under
development. The long-term pattern will
continue with cuts to armed forces
personnel and the reliance on fewer, high
technology systems that reflect our total
dependency on the United States and can
only be deployed as minor elements in
US-led military power projection.

Where there are still concentrations of
arms employment these are in a relatively
small number of areas, including Barrowin-Furness, Plymouth, Aldermaston,
Faslane and Glasgow. In all cases,
employment levels have declined as has
the dependency of their local economies.
Even where specialist facilities are closed
down, such as the Barrow submarine
construction hall, new industries can be
attracted to the area as part of the overall
development of renewables.20

What would be the UK's strategic role
under common security? The over-riding
objective is to contribute to a
decarbonised global energy economy,
both through domestic investment and
through a contribution to international
development programmes. Clear targets
can be set on the proportion of energy
produced through renewables up to 2030
and to the amount of carbon emissions
saved through clean energy and through
energy-efficiency schemes.

By the end of the transition period, the
UK will have placed itself as a leading
advocate of common security and
disarmament, achieved self-sufficiency in
energy supplies through renewables and
contributed to international development
programmes that makes real progress in
decarbonising the global economy.

Conclusion

The cancellation of Trident and major
conventional programmes provides the
basic funding for a new common security
budget with at least £10 billion a year for
R&D and production across the range of
renewable technologies. Any remaining
role for the military will be through UN
peacekeeping to provide support in
civilian protection and conflict mediation;

The UK is expanding the warfare state
while, simultaneously, dismantling the
welfare state. Austerity has been used as
an ideological tool to assert the principle
that public expenditure for social
programmes is unsustainable, while the
military must be treated as separate and
sacrosanct. The neo-liberal state will be a
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much smaller, hollowed-out one, where
the MoD and the secret services take a
higher proportion of public funds.

figures who recognise the futility of
nuclear weapons but want extra resources
for the carrier fleet through cancelling
Trident.

Whatever the pretence of the defence
review in matching capabilities to
strategic need, it merely represents the
parliamentary gloss on a pre-determined
policy of support for the United States'
global war machine. Far from adding to
our security, military intervention has
seriously undermined it, creating the
conditions for social and economic
breakdown on an international scale. Yet
that very failure is being manipulated to
create a climate of fear and to garner
support for a new arms race that can only
benefit elite groups in the militaryindustrial complex. Not only does it feed
the profits of the arms manufacturers but
since the Pentagon, on its own, is one of
the world's largest institutional consumers
of energy, those of the global oil
corporations at a time when we
desperately need to cut greenhouse gas
emissions.21

The majority of the MoD's procurement
budget, even during the peak years of
Trident expenditure, will be spent on
conventional weapons that contribute
nothing to our security. Through our role
in US-led invasions and occupations, the
use of those weapons has resulted in the
deaths of hundreds of thousands of
innocent civilians and untold misery for
millions in the ensuing social and
economic chaos. And all for the sake of
fossil fuels that should be kept in the
ground.
Any serious common security alternative
must be based on both nuclear and
conventional disarmament, requiring a
major international effort to rekindle the
disarmament process. How far we are
from the original tenets of the UN is
epitomised by the fate of the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), signed in
1968 with the intention not only of
preventing the spread of nuclear weapons,
but also ensuring nuclear disarmament.

A progressive alternative based on
common security is entirely feasible,
where the government redirects public
funding to environmental and economic
development programmes. But it is vitally
important that the opportunity cost
argument of transferring resources from
arms production is made, not simply in
terms of the cancellation of nuclear
weapons, but also of major conventional
programmes.

However, after nearly fifty years, the
existing nuclear powers are carrying out
modernisation of their weapons while
claiming to honour their treaty
obligations. The original ideals of the
UN, to integrate nuclear disarmament into
a comprehensive framework that works
towards deep cuts in conventional forces;
the closure of overseas bases; and the
prohibition of arms exports; is all
dismissed out of hand as totally
unrealistic.

The campaign against Trident has been an
effective and popular one but it has been
damaged by the tendency to claim that
savings from nuclear weapons can be
used to increase spending on conventional
forces. Even organisations like CND have
aligned themselves with senior military

According to the prevailing mantra, we
can't predict the future and must prepare
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scourge of war and to promote peace and
common security.

for all eventualities, including major
power conflict and the threat of global
terrorism. But the future is entirely
predictable if we continue down the same
path - an accelerating environmental crisis
caused by climate change, massive
economic and social dislocation and
millions of people made homeless and
refugees in zones of instability. At the
same time, when we desperately need
funds for development, the world will be
spending over a trillion dollars a year on
armaments, mainly by the United States
and its allies to maintain a global presence
and whose real agenda is to protect
Western corporate interests.
Significantly, there is a growing popular
base for alternatives to neo-liberalism and
militarism, including the global, social
movements on climate change pressing
for binding international agreements and
advocating
divestment
from
oil
companies; the realignment of left parties
in Europe on anti-austerity programmes;
the SNP's mandate for the removal of
Trident submarines; and the recent and
welcome debate in the Labour Party
through the Corbyn leadership campaign
on cancelling Trident, cutting military
expenditure, withdrawal from NATO, and
a conversion programme to utililise arms
resources for socially-useful purposes.
The UK is in a unique position to play a
leading role in this progressive
movement, as the first post-military
society promoting a new UN disarmament
agenda and mobilising a multi-billion
pound common security fund for
international,
economic
and
environmental
development.
The
timescale for the transformation to a postcarbon economy is urgent but entirely
achievable given the will of the
international community to end the
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